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The theme for the week: Trading in carbon credits and offsets in Asia
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The story for investors

Investment conclusions

The rapidly increasing interest and importance of ESG criteria for retail and
institutional equity investors will now be linked to the trade of carbon
credits and offsets. These will become inseparable items in the process of
choosing and assessing “Environment” appropriate shares, as they will form
an integral part of these companies’ “net zero carbon” or “carbon neutral”
policies. Even if equity investors might not be interested per se in trading
these credits and offsets, understanding them will be an essential part of
ESG investing. In this, the first of a series of reports on this topic, we
examine briefly the contested definition of carbon neutral and net zero
carbon and then we outline the two separate but parallel markets for
credits and offsets. The official state- run markets and the private sector
voluntary markets. Be noted that the recently opened official state market
in China is destined to be the biggest globally, overtaking that of the EU.

The market for carbon credits and offsets in Asia will receive a boost
as ESG awareness and corporate market participation increases. The
recent opening of China’s potentially enormous market will also
play a part once it becomes more accessible possibly to institutional
investors. Markets in some G20 markets are already up and running,
especially in the EU and US, but even if they are not initially of direct
relevance to Asian investors they are still useful as guidance to the
continuous developments of these assets. But far more importantly,
these credits/offsets are now an integral part of the “neutrality”
initiatives. Any Asian investor interested in ESG must understand
what “neutrality” means and to do so must understand the role of
the credits and offsets. “Education” might not make money
instatnty but will do so in the very near future!

Boring definitions-but still essential !

Not all offsets are made equal: getting complex !
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A carbon credit is defined as 1 ton of CO , which is permitted by the
state to be emitted. Under a “cap and trade” system, enterprises are
allocated a certain amount of credits, which they can emit. Above
these limits they will need to buy credits from companies which have
a surplus to sell. The amount of credits issued every year is supposed
to decline thus, potentially, raising their prices unless the
participating firms are able to reduce their emissions. Hence the
rising prices of credits will encourage companies to reduce their
emissions and avoid the costs of buying units they may need and also
create a surplus of units which they can sell. This is the basis of the
systems of the EU EEA (European Emissions Allowance) and China’s
Emission Trading System, (ETS). An offset is an equivalent form of
“credit” except it is created voluntarily in the private sector and
2
signifies 1 ton of CO which has been saved, or not emitted, through
the production of energy by non-fossil fuels. Buying one credit from,
say, a solar or wind farm, while producing with the use of fossil fuels
2
1 ton of CO ,can be deemed to “offset” this emission thus producing
a “neutral” position. Carbon neutral means that an emitting unit
2
reduces as much as it is possible CO emissions, and then offsets the
remaining through the purchase of carbon credits or offsets. Net Zero
2
Carbon means that the emitting unit reduces its CO emissions as
much as possible and then the rest are not offset in any way other
2
than by physical removal of CO from the atmosphere by investing in
2
new (NB new!) tree plantations, CO scrubbers etc. Zero Carbon: The
2
unit does not emit any CO at all. For an offset-issuing entity to
2
decrease the amount of CO in the air, its activities must be

2

additions to processes not creating CO . Wind farm A produces X
amount of electricity in a year which, if it was produced by fossil
2.
fuel, it would have added 1 ton of CO A coal burning entity B adds
2
one ton of CO annum. .Buying an offset from the wind farm A does
2
not reduce a ton of CO , except if the wind farm A uses the money
to expand its activities producing power which saves emitting 1 ton
2
of CO .This is the crucial characteristic of TRUE offset !

Fig 1: EU European Emission Allowances EUR per ton , 20172021 ( Bloomberg )
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Trading carbon credits and true offsets
As indicated carbon credits refer, in general, to credits issued under
state operated schemes and, hence, traded primarily by the
companies involved, but not by individuals. Those with surplus
allocations to sell, and those with deficits to fund. Offsets refer to the
voluntary credits issued by the private sector and traded freely
among the interested companies but also by investors not necessarily
interested in the reductions of carbon footprints. The biggest and
most authoritative carbon credit market is that of EU European
Emission Allowances shown in Fig. 1. China’s recently opened market
is outlined in the Factbox. There is a very large number of offsets
available in the markets, both regional and international. Fig 2 shows
credits for a regional market in California while the chart below
shows a specialist offsets addressed to airlines. Note the in the latter
the details of the processes that these offsets had to pass to ensure
that they do reflect the qualities of TRUE offsets as described above.

Fig 2: A regional offset, prices per ton CO2 in USD

Source: Carbon Credits, Dec. 2021

FactBox: China’s Emission Trading System ( ETS)

Trading carbon credits and offsets in Asia

1.The scheme was officially launched in Feb.-March 2021 after three
years of experimentation in different regions. 2.The scheme initially
covers 4 sectors: Energy, Industrial Processes, Agriculture and Waste.
More sectors/enterprises will be added gradually to the existing
2,225 entities. 3.The emissions targets for the companies are in terms
2
of intensity, that is amount of CO per unit of output, rather than in
2
absolute tons of CO .This metric has already raised the criticism that
2
it is possible for entities to actually increase the total CO emitted as
long as their output increased proportionally more, thus decreasing
the intensity ! 4.At first, the allocation by the state will be free of
charge and based on 70.0% of the 2018 output of the entities a level
to be adjusted later to reflect the actual 2019 and 2020 output.
5.Power companies will have their allowances adjusted to reflect the
load factor of their capacity.

The markets for offsets in Asia is still under development.S.Korea
has a “cap and trade” system as has Japan. The following quote is
fairly representative of develpents in trading carbon credits as well
as offsets.The markets are still small and/or in the process of being
set up and we will keep them under observation and research and
return frequently to the topic

.

. Load rates in power generating entities will further adjust the
allowances.
5.The market prices initially established, EUR 7.30 per ton, are
relatively low compared to EEA currently at over EUR80.0

Across Southeast Asian countries there have been a number of recent
developments, even since the COVID-19 crisis. Indonesia is planning to
launch a pilot ETS later this year for power and industrial sectors and plans
to start a national system by 2024; Vietnam is planning to design a system
this year. A Singapore-based emissions exchange and the International
Chamber of Commerce are teaming up to drive voluntary emissions trading
under the Chamber’s new Carbon Council. Thailand, which has policy plans
that call for development of an ETS, has already undertaken significant
preparation work including developing a compliance system since 2013,
formulating legislation and developing draft laws. (Disruptive Asia, Volume
4,Dec. 2021)

For retail investors in Asia the opportunities for now is indirect
investment via ETFs that specialise in (A) firms that have a low
carbon foorprint and a proven track record of reducing it , and ( B)
ETFs that invest in pure green energy firms such renewables and
green tech companies.The following are purely random examples of
ETFs of the first and second categories.We stress these names are
NOT buy recommendation but only illustrative examples to show
that there are assets that allow for, now, indirect exposure to
companies which may have carbon credit and offset related
activities . Category A : iShares MSCI ACWI Low Carbon Target ETF
(CRBN), and BlackRock’s U.S. Carbon Transition Readiness ETF
(LCTU) Category B: iShares Global Clean Energy ETF (ICLN) and the
First Trust NASDAQ Clean Edge Green Energy Index Fund (QCLN).

Source: Carbon Credits, Dec. 2021
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BlackRock’s U.S. Carbon Transition Readiness ETF (LCTU).
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